Ref: No. EC/ Notice/ Goa/North Goa/ 01

Date : 20th May, 2021

Dear Ms. Pinki.
Supervisor ID: 30CSC551VI01
Address: North Goa.
CSC SPV and MoSPI have entered into an agreement wherein CSC SPV was appointed as
a Nodal Agency to conduct the 7th Economic Census Survey of India (ECI) through its wide
network of VLEs. Therefore, to ensure the smooth implementation of the ECI project, CSC
had advised all the interested VLEs/ Contingency Supervisors/ Vendors to get themselves
registered as supervisor to conduct the surveys in their assigned area with CSC.
Whereas to implement and conduct the surveys, you were also advised to appoint a
minimum of 5 enumerators to do the physical survey of the household/ commercial/
other establishment as per the guidelines of MoSPI.
You along with your enumerators were also provided proper trainings along with the
training materials to conduct the surveys effectively and efficiently.
As per the guidelines and training provided, your team was supposed to conduct surveys
by physically visiting the survey location and collecting the data from citizens and
uploading the same on the application provided to you. You were supposed to make
100% verification of the data by visiting the surveyed EC houses as a supervisor of your
team before finally uploading/ submitting it on to the application.
As you are aware that CSC SPV also appointed District Managers to assign/ train/
supervise their district VLEs to conduct the EC work in their district. However, after
conducting a thorough investigation into your Economic Census Survey data, we have
found the following serious irregularities in the data (i)

Longitude/ Latitude - The Longitude and Latitude are captured by the
application automatically while the survey is conducted and are different from
one house to another but in the surveys conducted by you, the Longitude and
Latitude data remains same in a large number of surveys - the same Longitude
and Latitude has been used for many EC houses. This Prima facie shows that
data has been fabricated and forged by sitting at one place by you and ratified
by respective DMs.

(ii)

In a normal case, the time difference between the two surveys is around 5 to
10 minutes considering the fact that a person will leave a house (Premises)
and visit another. But in the case of Surveys conducted by you, the time
difference is less than 2 minutes in most of the cases.
In a normal case, a Survey takes a minimum of 10 minutes to get completed
but as per your data the majority of the surveys were completed within a
minute.

(iii)

In normal circumstances, an Enumerator completes around 50 to 100 Surveys
in a day but the average number of surveys conducted by the enumerators
under you are more than 500 Survey/day.

(iv)

Many of the surveys have been conducted during odd hours like early in the
morning or late in the night, which it is not practicably feasible.

(v)

As per the information received from ECI, the number of surveys conducted by
you is much higher as per the letter received from the ECI District Office. This
shows that records and data has been unduly exaggerated to cause wrongful
monetary gains to oneself.

(vi)

You as a supervisor of your team were supposed to verify the surveys
conducted by your team enumerators by visiting the premises and to approve
the survey data on our application. However, you have approved the entire
data without even physically visiting the premises. The collusion of VLEs being
Supervisors and enumerators is prima facie apparent.

(vii)

In majority of the cases the information like House No., Telephone No. etc is
not provided against the surveys conducted.

In view of above you are also directed to explain, within 3 days from the date of receipt
of the notice, why the Company should not take legal action against you for the above
noted commission of errors and irregularities committed by you.
You are also directed to refund the entire amount paid to you and your Enumerators
against the surveys conducted by you within 21 days from the date of receipt of the notice.
If we do not receive the response of the Show cause notice as well as refund of the amount
mentioned above within the time limit mentioned above, the Company shall be free to
take appropriate legal action, including lodging of FIR against you, for correction of
survey data as well as recovery of the aforesaid amount.
Yours sincerely,

State Head –Goa.

